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Project Presentations

- **Wednesday, May 3**
  - Team: Server
  - Team 4: Video Component
  - Team 5: Server/Video Server Integration
- **Friday, May 5**
  - Team 1: Parent/Recruit Client
  - Team 2: College Coach Client
  - Team 3: High School Client
Presentation Guidelines

• Overall Guidelines
  – Presentations should be approximately 10 minutes in length to allow time for questions
  – Presentations will be recorded so bring PowerPoint on a memory stick or CD-ROM
  – Presentations should cover:
    • architecture/design/implementation
    • risk management
      – problems anticipated
      – problems encountered
      – mitigation of problems
    • Critical assessment
      – objectives achieved
      – objectives not achieved
      – lessons learned

Additional Guidelines

• Wednesday Presentations
  – Focus on technologies
    • Web services
    • RTP
    • etc
  – Idea is to let client teams see issues/technologies from the server perspective
Additional Guidelines

• Friday Presentations
  – Primary focus on client functionality and integration
  – Expect to see integrated functionality among all clients
    • e.g. the presentations should demonstrate an integrated scenario that demonstrates the complete range of interaction among the clients
  – It is up to the three client teams to organize and illustrate this demonstration

Project Additional Deliverables

• Final Project Documentation
  – Only need to document phase II activities
    • Design
    • Implementation
    • Testing
    • Risk Management
  – Due Date: Wednesday, May 10

• Personal Logs
  – Due Date, Wed. May 10